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The African atlantic slaving ports (1450-1850):  
an attempt of definition
GUY SAUPIN (CRHIA-Université de Nantes)

Abstract
The historical research about slaving trade usually uses the term of atlantic slaving port in 
the period of zenith in the eighteenth and beginning of nineteenth century. What difference 
with the Portuguese “rios dos escravos” in the first century of expansion? As interface land-
sea in charge of load and unlading and warehouse for exports (slaves, gold, ivory, gum, spices, 
hides, wax, supplies…) and imports (textiles, metallic tools, weapons, spirits, tobacco, deco-
rative goods…), the new port of black Africa can be defined through three complementary 
approaches. 
A material entrance includes the natural site, the required equipments, the constructive types 
and the effects of first urbanisation. A social entrance is interested in the actors’ diversity and 
their agency (Africans, Europeans, Americans, Euroafricans, Afroamericans) in their social 
position and into an ethnic and cultural hybridity. A politic perspective characterizes the port 
policy and the control of terms of exchange into the institutional variety of polities and the 
insertion in an ancient urban African network. 
All in all, it is necessary to define the structural specificities of an African urban harbour in 
atlantic hybridity, hub of globalisation, in a differentiated typology.  
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The Seaborne Europeans: Encounters in the West 
African Coast during the Fifteenth and  
Sixteenth Centuries
FERNANDO MOUTA (FLUP-CITCEM)

Abstract
During the first years of expansion along the west African coast south of Cape Bojador, Portu-
guese men-at-arms attacked and kidnaped locals hoping to profit from selling them as slaves 
or through ransoms. It was the expected after centuries of fighting the Islamic civilization in 
the Iberian Peninsula. This strategy worked until the Portuguese suffered the first military 
defeats by the poisoned arrows of warriors in the river Senegal. The deaths of well-known ser-
vants of Prince Henry, the Navigator, was a shock to the Portuguese crusader mentality. But 
the human mind is well-equipped to overcome reality crashes. It didn’t take long for the Por-
tuguese to adapt and refocus their expansionist efforts into establishing commercial relations 
with the newly encountered leaders and communities. Trade would be the new language of 
enduring peace, as soon as the difficulties of the first contacts, especially in communication, 
could be overcome. Religious conversions and peace agreements (embodied in the construc-
tion of castles and factories) would follow, but only if these initial endeavors proved profitable.
The establishment of commercial, diplomatic and cultural relations in the West African coast 
enabled a renewed centrality to a peripheral region. Using published and well-known sources 
for the centuries under scrutiny, they are studied in an entirely new way. We start by identi-
fying any interaction between Africans and Europeans. Then, the agents involved, the type 
of interaction, the place where this happened, and the possible relationship between the par-
ties involved are recorded. This myriad of possible encounters is simplified into a typology of 
interactions. Finally, this typology allows us to present models of interaction that intend to 
portrait the arrival of the seaborne Europeans and how Africans received these newcomers. 
This encounter of civilizations, only made possible by the new sea routes travelled by Europe-
an ships, is the focus of this presentation.
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completed a PhD course in 2019, all from the same institution. He is currently enrolled in the 
PhD program at the University of Porto under the thesis entitled “Commerce, cooperation 
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The configuration of the maritime colonial state: 
port system evolution in the French West Africa 
(1895-1960)
DANIEL CASTILLO HIDALGO (University of Las Palmas de Gran Canaria) 
CÉSAR DUCRUET (UMR 8504 Géographie-Cités, CNRS)

Abstract
The construction and consolidation of the colonial state in West Africa was fostered by the ex-
pansion of seaports which articulated the extraverted economic systems (Debrie, 2010; Cas-
tillo and Ducruet, 2018; Young, 1994). However, it was a progressive process where planning 
of infrastructures was accompanied by institutional reform, military issues and the important 
pressure exerted by the entrepreneurial imperial lobby. This paper deals with an analysis of 
port system evolution in the French West Africa from its constitution up to its dissolution. We 
build on quantitative individual port data we contrast with connectivity indicators (Lloyd In-
dex) in order to evaluate how the maritime networks and concentration and dispersion trends 
evolved, attending to institutional and historical endowments. We also investigate the cumu-
lative effects of port concentration in major seaports and the way how the regional econom-
ic structure gravitates around them. This paper forms part of the research grant: Empirical 
Studies on Structure and Evolution of Maritime Networks (18KK0051) funded by the Japanese 
Society for the Promotion of Science.
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ing Grant “World Seastems” (2013-2019) research project analysing the evolution of global 
shipping networks since the late nineteenth century, and published two edited books on Mar-
itime Networks (2015) and Shipping Data Analysis (2017) in the Routledge Studies in Trans-
port Analysis. He has published more than 50 articles in peer-reviewed journals and 30 book 
chapters in the last 15 years or so.




